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First-principles calculations of liquid CdTe at temperatures above and below the melting point
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We perform ab initio molecular-dynamics simulations of CdTe at three different temperatures: 800 K
~supercooled state!, 1370 K~near the melting temperature!, and 3000 K~superheated state!. In agreement with
experiment, we find that upon the melting, CdTe experiences a semiconductor→semiconductor transition. In
its liquid state, CdTe retains its tetrahedral environment with the coordination number;4. We find that heating
CdTe much above its melting point leads to substantial structural changes with a transformation to a more
close-packed atomic structure. The coordination number of the superheated phase is;6 and the dc electrical
conductivity is an order of magnitude larger than at the melting temperature. This, along with the disappear-
ance of the finite band gap, suggests a gradual semiconductor→metal transition in the CdTe system at a
temperature higher than melting point. We also find in liquid CdTe, near the melting temperature, atoms of Te
form infinite branched chains. Short and simplified chains are still present in the supercooled phase. As the
temperature increases, chains break, become shorter, and, eventually, transform to form close-packed clusters
in the supeheated state. We also examine dynamical and electronic properties of the CdTe system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of powerful computational tools and
gorithms,ab initio molecular dynamics simulations have b
come a popular instrument for studying disordered materi
Liquid and amorphous semiconductors are among such
tems. Group-IV semiconductors, such as Si and Ge, h
been favorite subjects of such studies and have rece
broad attention in the past decade. Numerous first-princi
simulations of amorphous, molten, and even superhe
states exist for these semiconductors.1–5 A range of liquid
and amorphous III–V semiconductors has also been ex
ined recently. First-principles simulations of such materi
as GaAs, GaSb, and InP,6–8 have been carried out. Howeve
there have been only a few experiments examining struct
properties of II–VI materials in the molten state9,10 and no
first-principles simulations to our knowledge.

Among II–VI semiconductors, CdTe is of special techn
logical interest. Cadmium telluride and its alloys are e
ployed to fabricate a wide array of electro-optic devic
high-performance infrared detectors, and room-tempera
radiation detectors. For example, infrared sensors base
epitaxial layers of Hg12xCdxTe ~HgCdTe! typically are
grown on single-crystal CdTe substrate. In order to contin
the advance of such applications, large, high-quality sin
crystals of CdTe are required. However, the growth of su
material has proven to be extremely difficult.11,12 These dif-
ficulties have motivated growth experiments in the mic
gravity environment of earth orbit.13 A more complete un-
derstanding of the physics of the melt state should prov
important information to solve the technical difficulties
CdTe growth.

Besides being a technologically important compound,
uid CdTe ~l -CdTe! also presents an interesting subject
fundamental studies.14 CdTe is among those II–VI semicon
ductors that, in the liquid phase, exhibit properties which
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~12!/8640~10!/$15.00
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quite different from those of liquid IV and III-V semicon
ductors. In particular, neutron-scattering experiments9,10 sug-
gest that liquid CdTe conserves its crystalline open struc
environment with the coordination number of;4. An em-
pirical rule formulated by Joffe and Regel15 states that a
molten or amorphous semiconductor retains its semicond
tor properties, despite the destruction of long-range ord
only if the short-range order of the crystalline phase is p
served. Indeed, though its electrical conductivity value u
dergoes a jump by an order of magnitude during melti
l -CdTe remains a semiconductor in the melt: Its electri
conductivity increaseswith temperature.

This is in contrast with IV and III-V compounds. Thes
semiconductors become more close packed in the liq
phase with the coordination number increasing to;6.4–7 In
the melt, these materials experience a relative volume c
traction up to 13%.16 It is believed that structural change
occurring in the melting process result in the disruption
covalent bonds and a partial delocalization of electrons. T
leads to a semiconductor→metal transition.16 In our study of
CdTe, we fixed the density of the liquid to that measured
the melting point. This has the advantage of focusing
temperature changes alone. One might assume an increa
density if the liquid undergoes a fourfold to sixfold structu
transformation. But this is a relatively small change and i
not obvious that the coordination change will be reflected
a density change in the liquid state. For example, we find
upon melting, CdTe does not change the nearest-neigh
coordination despite a 9% decrease in volume. Moreover
previous studies for III-V’s, we have altered the volume
610% and found very small changes on the structure of
liquid. This is consistent with studies on metallic liquids.17

Another significant difference in the local order betwe
CdTe and III-V semiconductors is the dissociation degree
anion-cation bonds. Following simple thermodynam
estimates,19 the curvature of the liquidus can be expressed
8640 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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a function of the entropy change in the solid-liquid transiti
and the dissociation degree of anion-cation bonds in the
uid phase. In contrast to III-V materials, the phase diagr
of CdTe has a sharp hyperbolic liquidus at the congru
point.18 This implies thatl -CdTe has a significant number o
heterogeneous bonds conserved,20 i.e., in l -CdTe, the cation
tends to exist within a tetrahedral configuration of anions a
vice versa. This conservation of local order inl -CdTe serves
to verify the Joffe-Regel rule.15 Conversely, for the liquid
III-V compounds, the local environment is significantly a
tered. In addition to the increase of the coordination numb
the stoichiometry of the bonds is changed. For instance
l -GaAs, dissipation of heteropolar bonds is substantial.20 The
first coordination shell consists of;50% of atoms of the
same species as the reference atom.21

The assumption that CdTe has more crystalline struct
attributes preserved in the melt~compared to liquid III-V
semiconductors! is reinforced by a low entropy change fo
the solid→liquid phase transition observed in th
experiment.22 Tetrahedral and compositional order in the l
cal environment ofl -CdTe has lower entropy than a sixfo
structure of liquid III-V materials with a higher concentr
tion of stoichiometric defects~or ‘‘wrong bond’’ defects,
which are absent in the crystalline phase of the semicond
tor!.

The semiconductor behavior ofl -CdTe is observed only
in a narrow temperature range immediately after melt
temperature. Upon further heating, at the tempera
;120 K higher than the melting point, electrical conductiv
of l -CdTe experiences a sharp increase and the liquid p
becomes metallic.16 Gaspardet al.10 proposed thatl -CdTe
undergoes fourfold→sixfold transformation under highe
temperature. This would explain the metallic behavior of
melt. Also, Glazovet al.16 made a hypothesis that atom
chains are an essential feature ofl -CdTe. If such chains exis
in the liquid, they could be a partial explanation for the d
ficulty in growing a pure single crystal from a liquid phas
Here we confirm that atoms of Te form helicon chains in
melt. To investigate the structural properties of the melt a
the behavior of chains above and below the melting po
we will consider three different temperature regimes: one
the melting point~1370 K!, one considerably below the mel
ing ~800 K!, and one considerably above the melting po
~3000 K!.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

II-VI semiconductors containing group-IIB elements c
present severe computational challenges in computing t
electronic structure. In our work, we use pseudopotential
describe the ion-electron interactions. Pseudopotentials h
great advantages over all-electron methods as one needs
to solve for the valence electrons. Unfortunately, for IIB
ements, it is not clear whether the filledd orbitals can be
treated as core electrons. Often, these shells cannot be
sidered as chemically inert as they possess significant o
lap with thes valence electrons and cannot be neglected
describing the structurual properties of II-VI semiconducto
On the other hand, treatingd electrons as a valence she
dramatically increases the complexity of the problem. Fi
the number of valence electrons would increase from 8 to
-
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per anion-cation pair. This more than doubles the numbe
required eigenvalues. Second, thed potential corresponding
to the filled shell is much stronger and more localized th
the empty shell potential. Consequently, more plane wa
are required for equivalently converged eigenvalues.

Fortunately, this problem can be addressed via a ‘‘part
core’’ pseudopotential scheme.23 In this scheme, thed elec-
trons are considered as part of the core. Each time
exchange-correlation term is calculated for a self-consis
field calculation, a fixedd-core charge density is added to th
valence charge density. We followed the method
Troullier-Martins24 to generateab initio pseudopotentials us
ing Ceperly-Alder correlation.25 The nonlocal part of the
pseudopotentials is taken to be in the Kleinman a
Bylander26 factorized form.

We tested three different pseudopotentials of Cd: one w
the 4d electrons treated as core states, one with 4d core
electrons plus a partial core correction scheme, and one
4d electrons as part of the valence shell. We examined th
potentials by calculating the crystalline properties of CdT
We used 30 Ry as the cutoff energy. The Brillouin zone
a two atom primitive cell was sampled by 10 irreduciblek
points. Table I summarizes our results and gives the
pseudopotential parameters. The pseudopotentials for Te
ployed core radii of 1.38/1.27/1.53~in Å! for s/p/d poten-
tials, respectively. We generated the potentials withp local
components for both atoms.

The pseudopotential with the 4d electrons omitted results
in a substantially underestimated lattice constant and ove
timated bulk modulus. The partial core correction sche
results in a noticeable improvement. The partial core pseu
potental yields a lattice constant within 1% accuracy co
pared to the experiment value and a bulk modulus within
accuracy. The results of the partial core potential are wit
‘‘computational’’ error to those of the pseudopotentia
which includes the 4d as part of the valence shell. In Fig. 1
we compare band structures obtained with two different
tentials: one for Cd121 and one for Cd21 constructed with
core correction.23 Cd 4d electrons form a narrow, 1.5 eV
band. The agreement between the two band structures is
cellent forp electrons at the top of the valence band and
the conductivity band. This is important, because we w
need to evaluate dipole transitions between these two ba
to calculate optical conductivity. The presence of thed
band shifts the Tes band~the lowest valence band in CdTe!
by 1.5 eV. The Tes band is a ‘‘semicore’’ state as it reside

TABLE I. Lattice constants and bulk moduli for zinc-blend
phase of CdTe calculated with different Cd potentials. The cu
radii used to generate Cd potentials are also listed.

a ~Å! B ~GPa! r c ~for s/p/d in Å!

Cd215s25p05d0 6.13 51 1.38/1.38/1.90

Cd215s25p05d0

Partial core correction 6.43 43 1.38/1.38/1.90

Cd1214d105s25p0 6.45 47 1.38/1.27/1.69

Experiment 6.48 42~Ref. 38!
44 ~Ref. 39!
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8642 PRB 60GODLEVSKY, JAIN, DERBY, AND CHELIKOWSKY
over 10 eV below the top of the valence band. As such,
precise placement is not crucial in determining the band c
figuration near the gap.

Another test we performed to validate the usage of
core-corrected pseudopotential was to compare the dyn
cal properties of the liquid with and without the 4d states.
We ran a molecular-dynamics simulation for a small syst
of eight atoms within a supercell for 3 ps. We found
significant difference between the two potentials in the t
jectories of the atoms. The largest difference in the fi
positions of the atoms was less than a few percent of the
distance traveled in the simulation. We view these comp
sons as validating our use of the partial core correction.

We modell -CdTe by a supercell with periodic bounda
conditions. There are 64 atoms in the system. The size o
cubic supercell corresponds to 2a, wherea is a lattice pa-
rameter of the conventional fcc cell of the crystalline pha
a is chosen to agree with the experimental density ofl -CdTe
at the melting temperature,r55.64 g/cm3.18 The system of
64 atoms per unit cell should be large enough for liqu
semiconductor simulations.1–5 The structure of the liquids
lacks long-range correlation. As will be shown in the ne
section, this is also the case withl -CdTe. The pair distribu-
tion of the molten phase attenuates quite strongly after
first peak, i.e., atoms do not correlate with their images in
periodically replicated neighbor cells.

To prepare a representative ensemble ofl -CdTe, we start
with a system of 32 atoms of Cd and 32 atoms of Te r
domly placed in the cell. We impose the constraint that
two atoms be closer than a specified minimum distance,
less than 90% of the bond length in the crystal. Next,
thermalize the system at a fictive temperature of 6000 K.
thermalizing the system at this ‘‘hot’’ temperature, we e
sure a proper ‘‘mixing’’ of atoms and remove the bias of t
system to the initial condition. We believe that starting fro
a random atomic configuration is better than starting from
perfect crystal system. First, by arranging atoms randoml
significant energy is imparted into the system, since suc
configuration is far from optimized. Dissipation of this e
ergy in the beginning of the simulations helps to activ

FIG. 1. Band structure~left panel! and density of states~right
panel! for CdTe. Two calcuations are shown. The solid lines sh
results where the 4d electrons are treated as valence electrons.
dashed lines show results where the 4d electrons are included in th
core using a partial core correction scheme~see text!.
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compositional defects whose formation energies might
large. The random atomic configuration also introduces p
sible stoichiometric defects. If such defects exist in the l
uid, they might be inaccessible for the simulation tim
implemented if one started from the crystalline structu
~typical simulation times forab initio calculations are on the
order of several ps for systems of this size!. Second, starting
from crystalline structure would require the size of the s
percell to be a multiple of the primitive or conventional ce
size. In our method, the supercell size can be arbitrary. H
ever, in the present work, we follow the conventional 6
atom/cell size to be able to compare our calculations with
previous simulations of liquid IV and III-V semiconductor
consistently.

We use Langevin dynamics to prepare the liquid st
ensemble.27,28 The trajectory of each atom is computed fro

mi

dvW i

dt
52gvW i1RW i~g,T!1FW i , ~1!

whereFW i is the interatomic force on thei th particle,mi is the
mass of the particle, andg is the viscosity of the medium
The particles are subject to rapidly varying random forc
RW i(g,T). The random forces are a function of temperatu
and viscosity described by the fluctuation-dissipati
theorem.29 Random forces and viscosity couple the syst
with the hypothetical heat bath. The time step used in in
grating the equation of motion is 300 a.u. (1 a.u.52.4
310217s). The interatomic forces,FW i , are computed quan
tum mechanically from the pseudopotential wave functio
and the Hellmann-Feynman theorem.28 We constructed the
charge density using the zone-centerk point of the supercell.
For molecular-dynamics simulations, we used an energy
off of 10 Ry.

We simulated CdTe at three different temperatures. P
vious work on semiconductor liquids has suggested that
melting points obtained fromab initio simulations are in
reasonable agreement with experiment, e.g., within a
hundred degrees.30 Here it is not crucial that we have th
precise theoretical melting point replicated in our simulatio
Rather, we wish to consider three general temperature
gimes: 800 K, 1370 K~the known melting point!, and 3000
K. By examining the self-diffusion of~Cd,Te! in the melt,
we can verify that these regimes correspond to liquidl
states. For discussion purposes, we will characterize the
K simulation as corresponding to a ‘‘supercooled state,’’ t
1370 K simulation corresponding to the ‘‘liquid state,’’ an
the 3000 K simulation corresponding to a ‘‘superhea
state’’ of the liquid.

To obtain these temperature regimes, we initially therm
ize the system at 6000 K using Langevin dynamics for 2
At that time, the average diffusion path of the atoms b
comes comparable with the conventional lattice size. We
neal the system for 1 ps to a temperature of 3000 K. To bu
a representative ensemble of states for superheated CdT
run the system for 3 ps at this temperature. Then we an
the system to the melting temperature of 1370 K during
period of 1 ps. After this, we run the system for 3 ps at t
temperature to acquire the statistics forl -CdTe. Then we
anneal the liquid to 800 K to form the supercooled state.
performed this procedure gradually during 5 ps. The res

e
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ing phase is a ‘‘viscous’’ liquid; its viscosity is an order o
magnitude larger than the corresponding value at the me
temperature.

III. PROPERTIES OF LIQUID CADMIUM TELLURIDE
AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES

A. Structural properties

In the crystalline phase, the Cd-Te bond has a strong io
nature, its Phillips ionicity31 being 0.72. We find that the
ionic nature of the material is preserved in the liquid pha
In Fig. 2, we show a typical structure ofl -CdTe in the su-
percell. This ‘‘snapshot’’ is taken at one of the time ste
during 3 ps simulation ofl -CdTe at 1370 K. We choose t
characterize the density by considering an isocharge surf
This surface is defined by a charge density correspondin
one-half of its maximum value in the supercell. Electron
charge-density isosurfaces in supercooled and superhe
CdTe are very similar to those presented on the picture. P
jection of the wave functions on the partial states shows
Te bonds have pronouncedp-electron character. Charge
density configurations associated with the Cd cations ten
be s-like and localized on the atomic sites.

Using the atomic positions at each time step, and ave
ing the positions over the representative ensemble, we ob
total pair correlation functions,g(R). For supercooled CdTe
we averageg(R) over the last 100 molecular-dynamic
~MD! steps, after the system becomes viscous. Forl -CdTe
and superheated CdTe, we averageg(R) for the last 300 MD
steps~2.2 ps! of the simulations at 1370 K and 3000 K
respectively. Total pair correlation functions are shown
Fig. 3.

For all three temperatures, the first peak has the s
coordinate of 2.8 Å. The first shell can be defined by
coordinate of the first minimum,Rmin . As the temperature
increases, this peak becomes wider and its amplitude
creases. This results in a shifting ofRmin from Rmin53.5 Å
~for supercooled Te! to Rmin53.6 Å and 4 Å forl -CdTe and

FIG. 2. A snapshot showing a typicall -CdTe structure in the
supercell~see text!. Atoms of Cd are represented by dark spher
atoms of Te are shown by light spheres.
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superheated CdTe respectively. From the plot, it can be s
that the high temperature destroys long-range correlat
While supercooled CdTe has a well defined first, second,
third shell and l -CdTe has well defined first and secon
shells, the radial distribution function for superheated Cd
becomes ‘‘flat’’ immediately after the first peak. We find
all cases that the absence of long-range correlation at
lengths ofa ~the length of the supercella513.37 Å! vali-
datesa posterithe usage of a 64-atom supercell.

To compare our calculations with neutron-scattering
periment, we obtain the total structure function as a lin
combination of the partial structure factors,SCdCd(q),
SCdTe(q), and STeTe(q), normalized by the scattering
lengths:

S~q!5
aa

2Saa~q!12aaabSab~q!1ab
2Sbb~q!

aa
21ab

2 , ~2!

where the ratio of the scattering lengths32 is taken to be
aCd/aTe55.8/7.5. Partial structure factors are obtained fro
partial radial distribution functions by a Fourier transform
tion:

Sab~q!5dab14prabE
0

`

@gab21#
sin~2pqr !

2pqr
r 2dr,

~3!

whererab is partial density.
In Fig. 4, we show our theoretical total structure facto

compared with available experiment9 and the theoretical re
sults obtained from a molecular-dynamics simulation ba
on a Stillinger-Weber-type classical potential.33 For l -CdTe,
the agreement between theory and experiment is good fo
third and fourth peaks at;5 Å and ;7.5 Å, respectively.
The agreement between our theory and Stillinger-Web
type calculations is excellent for these two peaks. It sugg
that the angular-dependent classical potential reproduces
quantum-mechanical interactions on the short-range sc
Our calculations reasonably reproduce the structure of
perimental 1.7 Å and 3.0 Å peaks. As the temperature
creases and disorder is introduced, features correspondin
the long-range correlation@first peaks ofS(Q)# become less

,

FIG. 3. Total pair correlation functions for liquid CdTe at di
ferent temperatures.
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prominent. As the temperature varies, the second peak
experiences a significant morphological change. At the m
ing point, l -CdTe has a symmetric form of the peak at 2.7
At 3000 K, the peak becomes asymmetric with a pronoun
right shoulder. This shoulder is a typical structure for liqu
IV and III-V semiconductors, which are metallic in the me
As we will show, superheated CdTe is metallic at 3000
For this temperature, the first peak, 1.9 Å, almost mer
with the second peak. This is very different from sup
cooled CdTe, where the first and the second peaks bec
more pronounced and separated. The first peak move
lower q, at 1.8 Å, while the second peak becomes asymm
ric with a noticeable left shoulder.

We estimate the total and partial coordination numb
from the corresponding pair correlation functions asCab

5*0
Rmin4pr2gab(r)dr. Rmin is usually taken to be the firs

minimum in the total radial distribution function,g(r ), for
the given temperature. Thus we takeRmin53.5 Å, 3.6 Å, and
4.0Å for the supercooled, liquid, and superheated pha
respectively. To estimate quantitatively the concentration
the stoichiometry defects in the system, we introduce a c
positional disorder number~CDN!. This parameter is define
as a ratio of homogeneous to heterogeneous bond num
(CCdCd1CTeTe)/2CCdTe. CDN can also be thought of as a
order parameter. For instance, in the zinc-blende struc
CDN is 0, whereas in a perfectly randomly mixed structu
CDN is 1. In Table II, we present coordination numbers a
CDNs at three different temperatures. Forl -CdTe, the aver-
age number of neighbors in the first shell is 4.4. This in
cates that CdTe retains its open structure upon melting. T

FIG. 4. Total structure factors. Forl -CdTe at the melting tem-
perature we compare our data with available experiment~Ref. 9!
~dots! and the result obtained with Stillinger-Weber potential sim
lations ~Ref. 33! ~dashed line!.

TABLE II. Total and partial coordination numbers for CdTe
three different temperatures.

Ctot CCdTe CCdCd CTeTe CDN

800 4.2 3.2 1.4 0.6 0.3
1370 4.4 3.3 1.5 0.9 0.4
3000 6.5 3.7 3.2 2.5 0.8
lso
lt-
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is different from more close-packed liquid IV and III-V
semiconductors, where the coordination number is;6. How-
ever, upon further heating, CdTe transforms into a m
close-packed phase withCtot56.5. The CDN ofl -CdTe is
0.4. This is in agreement with the assumption20 that the dis-
sociation degree of heterogeneous bonds inl -CdTe is notice-
ably smaller than in III-V compound melts. The structure
these melts is close to a random mix with CDN;1.18 Higher
temperatures destroy stoichiometry order. Thus, for sup
heated CdTe, CDN is 0.8, approaching the random mix lim

Partial pair correlation functions are presented in Fig.
For l -CdTe and supercooled CdTe, the correlation of
reference atom with the second shell is stronger than with
first one, in bothgCdCd and gTeTe radial distributions. For
superheated CdTe, temperature changes this correspond
between the first and second shells, making them compar
in weight. Clusters of Cd and Te retain some long-ran
structure, as the noticeable correlation in the third and e
the fourth peaks indicates. The positions of the first t
Te-Te shells are at;2.9 Å and;4.8 Å. This is opposite to
the compact shells in Cd clusters with the positions
;2.6 Å and;4.0 Å.

In our simulations forl -CdTe, we observe that atoms o
Te form branched chains. It is known that the trigonal pha
of crystalline Te consists of close-packed infinite and para
helicoidal chains. As experiment34 and theoretical35 studies
suggest, Te also forms chainlike structures in the eleme
liquid phase. It is interesting that this tendency of Te ato
to form chains is preserved inl -CdTe. More simple chains
are present in supercooled CdTe.

It is useful to follow the behavior of the Te clusters as t
temperature increases from 800 K to 3000 K. In our sim
lated supercooled CdTe, the Te chains are short with m
mum length of three to four links. Only;30% of Te atoms
are bonded in these formations. As the temperature increa
the length of the chains increases. Te helicons become m
irregular and ‘‘twisted’’; the chains start to ramify. At th
melting temperature, there are Te filaments reaching
length of the whole supercell. Because of the imposed p

-

FIG. 5. Partial radial distribution functions,gCdTe,gCdCd and
gTeTe ~see text!.
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odicity of the system, some of the Te chains terminating
the opposite sides of the supercell become infinite. We
no Te triplets or tetrahedrons in the liquid. At 1370 K, 45
of Te atoms are bound with each other. As the temperat
grows further, the chains transform into more complex cl
ters with a higher coordination numberCTeTe52.5.

In Fig. 6, we illustrate configurations of Te clusters
different temperatures. To simplify the visualization of t
plot, only atoms of Te are shown. Atoms are considered
be bonded if the distance between them is less than the
minimum, Rmin , of the total pair correlation function. Th
size of the cubic cell shown corresponds to 23232 super-
cell geometry. At 1370 K, infinite helicon chains can be se
in the figure.

Clusters of Cd have a different structure from the str
ture of Te chains in supercooled CdTe andl -CdTe. The dif-
ference corresponds to the fact that, for 800 K and 137
systems, theCCdCd coordination numbers are larger~roughly
by a factor of 2! than theCTeTe. This implies a more close
packed structure of Cd clusters. Indeed, we find Cd clus
composed of tetrahedrons, triplets, and more complex r
in supercooled CdTe andl -CdTe. From the partial angula
distribution of the bonds~Fig. 7!, it can be seen that cluster
of Te and Cd are drastically different for the 800 K syste
The difference diminishes as the temperature increases
the superheated state, it almost vanishes. The angleu, corre-
sponding to the open angle in the Te chains, dominates in
Te angular distribution. We find typicallyu;160°. At vari-
ance with the Te clusters, clusters of Cd have an anglu
;60° prevailing for supercooled CdTe. This angle rep
sents the high concentration of triplets and close-packed
clusters. The total angular distribution is shown in Fig. 8. F
superheated CdTe the;60° angle dominates. As the tem
perature decreases, the tetrahedral angle starts to domin

B. Electronic properties

Once we know that the eigenpairs for a given atomic c
figuration are obtained, one can calculate the optical cond
tivity. According to the Kubo-Greenwood expression,35 the
real part of the conductivity can be expressed as

s r~v!5
2pe2

3m2vV (
n,m

(
a5x,y,z

z^cmupaucn& z2

3d~En2Em2\v!, ~4!

whereEi andc i are eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, andV
is the volume of the supercell. Dipole transition elemen
^cmupaucn&, were sampled by theG point of the BZ. The
lowest 300 eigenstates are included in the summation.
real part of the optical conductivity of CdTe at different tem
peratures is displayed in Fig. 9. Each curve is the resul
averaging several configurations chosen at random from
representative ensembles at each temperature. Typic
only five to ten configurations are required to obtain a c
verged conductivity. The dc conductivity value~at v50! is
linearly extrapolated fromv→0. According to our results
the dc conductivity is 0 for supercooled CdTe~the electron
temperature in the Fermi-Dirac function was taken to
zero!. At the melting temperature, CdTe experiences
semiconductor→semiconductor-type transition. Althoug
t
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FIG. 6. Structure of liquid and amorphous CdTe. The box
correspond to 23232 supercell geometry. Only atoms of Te an
bonds between them are shown.
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the electric conductivity of the melt increases by a factor
40, the liquid remains a semiconductor as the conducti
increases upon further heating.16 At ;120 degrees above th
melting point, the conductivity appears to increase m
rapidly.16 The conventional interpretation is that at a hi
temperature CdTe undergoes a semiconductor→metal transi-
tion. However, we note that measuring the conductivity at
above, the melting point is hindered by the high temperat
and the jumplike increase of the conductivity. It is not su
prising that experimental values for dc conductivity vary
most by a factor of 3 in the literature,16,18,36 from 40 to
110 V21 cm21. Our dc conductivity value is
100 V21 cm21 at the melting temperature. Our value is
surprisingly good agreement with the experimental resu
In particular, given our use of the Kohn-Sham eigenvalu
we do not expect an accurate representation of the excita
spectra.37 Also, our temperature scale may not correspo
precisely with experiment.

We find from our simulations thatl -CdTe has a
semiconductor-type conductivity: the real part of the cond

FIG. 7. Angular distribution of bond angles in Te and Cd clu
ters. The distribution is normalized by sin(u).

FIG. 8. Total angular distribution~in arbitrary units! of bond
angles. The distribution is normalized by sin(u).
f
y

e

r
re
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s,
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tivity does not have a metallic Drude-like dependen
s(v);s0 /(11v2t2), on frequency as liquid IV and III-V
semiconductors have.1,6 The frequency-dependent conducti
ity for CdTe peaks at approximately 4 eV and then asym
totically goes to zero as 1/v2. Also, we find that inl -CdTe,
the dc conductivity grows with the temperature. At 3000
the value of dc conductivity is 1000V21 cm21, an order of
magnitude larger than the calculated value at the mel
point.

Temperature changes significantly alter the behavior
s(v) at smallv. To understand this behavior, we have e
amined how temperature affects the states near the F
level. The total and partial density-of-state functions~DOS!

-

FIG. 9. Real part of optical conductivity. The circled area
enlarged and shown in the inset.

FIG. 10. Density-of-states functions. The upper panel repres
total density of states of all valence electrons. The lower three p
els represent partial density of states at 800 K, 1370 K, and 300
~only s and p projections of Cd and Te angular components a
shown!.
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are displayed in Fig. 10. These curves are the result of a
aging over ten atomic configurations taken at random fr
the corresponding ensemble at each temperature. To o
partial the partial DOS functions, a Wigner-Seitz radius c
responding to one-half of the cell volume was used to dec
volve the wave function over spherical at harmonics arou
each atom. Each DOS is convoluted with 0.2 eV Gauss
~full width at half maximum!. To preserve the sharp fearture
of DOS at the Fermi level, the states near the Fermi le
(Ef60.5 eV) are convoluted with 0.05 eV Gaussian. T
transition between 0.2 eV and 0.05 eV Gaussians is
formed linearly in the energy intervals:Ef21.0 eV,E,Ef
20.5 eV andEf10.5 eV,E,Ef11.0 eV.

At 800 K, there is a ‘‘dip’’ at the Fermi level. Since DO
is an average over a number of atomic configurations, wh
the Fermi energy has slightly different values, a well defin
gap is not apparent in the DOS curve. Nonetheless, we
that the optical conductivity has a finite gap for smallv, at
800 K. There are several reasons for this ‘‘paradox.’’ First
each time step a small gap can exist which is washed ou
the averaging process. Also, even if the Fermi level resi
between states whose energy separation is small, the d
matrix elements between these states can vanish.

As the temperature increases, the band gap in the
characterized by the DOS ‘‘dip’’ decreases quickly. The m
jor contribution to the states which fill the gap comes fro
Te p electrons. At 3000 K, there is a higher concentration
Te-Te bonds and consequently Te clusters with higher c
dination numbers. This is reflected in the splitting of t
density-of-states contributions corresponding to Tes states
into s bonding and antibonding contributions. At higher tem
peratures, as the number of Te-Te bonds grows, the Te
of the DOS corresponding top like states starts to resemb
the elemental liquid Te valence DOS.40 As in l -Te, the Te
p-state contribution consists ofs and lone-pair~LP! states.
As the number of Te-Te bonds increases, the LP contr
tions are affected by disorder. Various interactions w
neighboring LP orbitals broaden the contributions to
DOS.40 In superheated CdTe, the LP part of the DOS
quires a shoulder at21 eV. In twofold-coordinated Te, the
Fermi level is positioned between LP and antibondings*
states.40 As the number of Te triplets and more compl
clusters appear in the liquid, the LP contributions to the d
sity of states become more than filled and the Fermi le
moves in the antibondings* contribution to the density o
states, suggesting a semiconductor-to-metal transition
l -Te, it also has been proposed40 that it is the structure trans
formation from the pure chainlike configuration to the co
figuration with a limited number of Te triplets that induc
the semiconductor→metal transition.

It is interesing to note that the peak of the conductiv
occurs near\v54 eV, independent of the melt temperatur
investigated here. This is close to the ‘‘average band gap
crystalline CdTe and likely represents a residual local or
in the melt at the superheated temperature of 3000 K.

To quantify temperature changes in partial DOS fun
tions, we integrate each curve representing a particular
jected state up to the Fermi level~Table III!. We chose to
normalize the integrals to represent the number of electr
in the supercell having a particular angular character. Th
is no striking evidence in these calculations for electron
r-
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localization with increasing temperature. Specifically, we e
pect that delocalization of the orbitals would result in
increase of thed- and f -state projections as a consequence
more ‘‘free’’ electronlike or metalliclike states. However, i
our system, the total number ofd and f electrons on either
Cd and Te sites changes by less than 0.7 electrons as
systems goes from an amorphous to a superheated s
Thesed and f states are not localized in the band gap.

The primary change of the orbital character in the mel
the redistribution ofs and p electrons as the temperatu
grows. The number ofs electrons increases on both Cd a
Te sites, while the number ofp electrons decreases. We a
tribute this process to the relaxation ofsp-hybridized elec-
trons as the number of like-atom bonds increases with
temperature. Overall, we would characterize t
semiconductor→metal transition as being caused by
change of the electronic states at the Fermi level, while
rest of the states are not altered dramatically.

C. Dynamic properties

By following the atomic positions in the liquid state as
function of time, we can calculate the diffusion of Cd and
in l -CdTe. For this calculation, we set the Langevin viscos
paramter to zero and follow the trajectories of each atom
the liquid. The diffusion constant can be determined asD
5 lim

t→`
(^@R(t)#2&/6t). The mean-square displacement

given by ^@R(t)#2&5 (1/N) ( i 51
N @Ri(t)2Ri(0)#2. Ri(t) is

the position of thei th atom. The average is over all th
atoms,N, in the unit cell. Our results for the diffusion coe
ficients are given in Table IV. We were able to find only th
diffusion coefficient of Te inl -CdTe. Agreement of our data
with the available experiment is very good. In Fig. 11, w
show the behavior of the diffusion coefficients as functio
of time and temperature during annealing ofl -CdTe to 800
K. Diffusivity values of both Cd and Te decrease by a fac

TABLE III. Sums of the numbers of states of different angul
projections~see text!.

800 K 1370 K 3000 K

s-Te 58.7 59.3 60.8
p-Te 103.2 102.6 100.6
d-Te 4.2 4.5 5.8
f -Te 0.1 0.2 0.4
s-Cd 29.1 29.7 30.8
p-Cd 21.9 20.6 20.0
d-Cd 6.6 6.0 5.2
f -Cd 0.8 0.8 0.7

TABLE IV. Diffusion coefficients of Cd and Te inl -CdTe and
superheated-CdTe.

DCd

(1025 cm2 s21)
DTe

(1025 cm2 s21)

1370 K ~theory! 6.7 5.2
1370 K ~experiment! ~Ref. 18! 5.0
3000 K ~theory! 8.6 6.7
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of magnitude as we supercool the liquid. Diffusion coef
cients drop to DCd57.231026 cm2 s21 and DTe56.0
31026 cm2 s21.

IV. CONCLUSION

We performedab initio molecular-dynamics simulation o
CdTe at three different temperatures. Our theoretical res
for l -CdTe are in good agreement with available experim
tal data: structure factor, diffusion coefficient, and dc co
ductivity. In agreement with experiment,9 l -CdTe retains its
open structure with the coordination number;4 upon melt-
ing. This is different from liquid IV and III–V semiconduc
tors, where the coordination number is;6. Also, in the mol-
ten state, CdTe has a smaller dissociation degree than m
IV and III-V semiconductors that have more random stru
ture. The composition disorder number~CDN!, defined as
the ratio of the homogeneous to heterogeneous bonds, i
in l -CdTe. Further heating leads to significant structu
changes of the liquid. Thus, in superheated CdTe, the c
dination number increases to 6.5. Also, the higher CD
value of 0.8 reveals a more randomly mixed structure.

We find that in contrast to III-V~or IV! semiconductors,
CdTe experiences a semiconductor→semiconductor transi
tion upon melting. We attribute this to the higher ionicity
bonds in CdTe and the corresponding structural differen
in the melt. In the liquid IV or III-V semiconductors, entrop
favors a disordered and close-packed structure. As a res
transition occurs from a fourfold structure to a more ra

FIG. 11. Time dependence of the diffusion coefficients
l -CdTe is annealed from 1370 K to 800 K to obtain supercool
CdTe. Temperature beahavior is marked on the right.
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domly mixed and a denser sixfold-coordinated structure
l -CdTe, the higher ionicity of anion-cation bonds does n
favor a proximity of like atoms. We believe that this limit
the miscibility of different types of atoms and causes lon
range correlation in partial radial distributions for like atom
As a result, the internal energy term in the free energy p
vents the entropy term from inducing a transition to a mo
close-packed and randomly mixed phase. The higher ioni
of Cd-Te bonds also limits the delocalization of electron
which contributes to the semiconductor properties
l -CdTe.

While at the melting temperature,l -CdTe is a semicon-
ductor ~with the dc conductivity growing as the temperatu
increases!, further heating causes a sharp increase of
electrical conductivity and semiconductor→metal transition.
In our simulations we observed that electrical conductiv
grows with the temperature. Thus dc conductivity at 3000
is larger by an order of magnitude than the value at
melting temperature. We found that at all three temperatu
the CdTe system has a strong ionic character without
significant delocalization of electron wave functions. Furth
metallization of the melt is not caused by the introduction
free electrons in the system as covalent bonds break, as i
case of liquid IV and III-V semiconductors. Metallic baha
ior of liquid CdTe is induced by the structural changes.
more Te-Te bonds are created in the system and more c
plex and disordered Te clusters appear, a finite number o
p states appear at the Fermi level. While the density of sta
of supercooled CdTe has a well defined dip at the Fe
energy, it disappears as the temperature grows.

In l -CdTe at the melting temperature, atoms of Te fo
infinite branched chains, typical for pure liquid Te. As th
temperature increases, the chains disrupt and transform
more complex and close-packed clusters with higher coo
nation numbers. We were able to observe the Te filament
the supercooled liquid, though the chains were shorter
less ramified than at the melting temperature.
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